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Abstract. The article discusses the features and 

general methodological principles for solving 

problems of multiparameter design of concrete 

compositions using experimental statistical models 

obtained using mathematical planning of experi-

ments. 

Examples are given of solving problems of op-

timization of compositions of hydraulic concrete 

with standardized parameters of strength, frost 

resistance and water impermeability. Polynomial 

models of given properties of a concrete mix and 

concrete are given, depending on the main techno-

logical factors, taking into account the characteris-

tics of the initial materials. On the basis of the 

obtained models, nomograms are constructed that 

allow performing the necessary technological cal-

culations. Using the above nomograms, the com-

positions of concrete are calculated, which ensure 

the specified properties of concrete under condi-

tions of normal hardening and heat treatment. The 

influence of the duration of hardening and the con-

tent of entrained air for concrete of various compo-

sitions was determined. 

Keywords: hydraulic concrete, strength, frost 

resistance, water impermeability, mathematical 

models. 

 

Design of concrete compositions is a key 

technological problem. Its solution defines the 

level of operational reliability of buildings and 

structures, and a degree of rational resources 

use for their manufacturing and construction. 

The problems of concrete composition de-

sign that were formulated at the early begin-

ning of concrete technologies remains actual in 
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the present time, too. In modern technology, 

design of concrete compositions means justifi-

cation and selecting the type of initial materi-

als and their contents, providing the normative 

concrete mix requirements and hardened con-

crete properties for a given optimization crite-

rion. Using the system approach methodology 

for concrete compositions design may include 

a number of additional problems, associated 

with technological parameters' and design re-

quirements' optimization. 

Presently in technological practice, concrete 

compositions design is carried out using nu-

merous methods, based on various theoretical 

and technological preconditions. All of these 

methods can be successfully used in practice if 

they solve the required tasks. 

Actual directions for developing the meth-

odology of concrete compositions design are: 

- increasing the "forecasting ability" of de-

sign dependencies, i.e., possibilities of more 

accurate taking into account of concrete tech-

nology factors and design requirements; 
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- improving the design algorithms' efficiency, 

their accuracy and speed. 

In construction and technological practice, 

the most popular are methods of concrete 

compositions design aimed at receiving the 

required compressive strength of hardened 

concrete. It is first of all because concrete 

strength is its basic parameter. Another reason 

is the assumption that other concrete properties 

are also definitely related with compressive 

strength. This assumption, however, is not 

common enough. Really, concrete compres-

sive, flexural and tensile strengths as well as 

its wear and cavitation resistance, etc., are def-

initely interdependent. However, dependence 

between strength and frost resistance, strength 

and creep, etc., are not definite; their determi-

nation should be based on using a complex of 

special quantitative dependences. If it is neces-

sary to achieve some other building and tech-

nical properties, in addition to compressive 

strength, the task of concrete compositions 

design becomes significantly more complicat-

ed. 

Design of special concrete type’s
 composi-

tions is a multi-parametric task (MPCCD). The 

complex of standardized parameters for hy-

draulic concrete is determined by the massive-

ness and the working conditions of concrete, 

taking into account the impact of water – envi-

ronment. The task of designing the composi-

tion of concrete is to select the initial materials 

and their ratio, providing a set of necessary 

properties of concrete with a given criterion of 

optimality, as a rule, the minimum cement 

consumption or minimum cost. The solution of 

this task is most expediently performed with 

the help of experimental statistical models that 

allow one to quantify the relationship of con-

crete properties both among themselves and 

with the main factors affecting them. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

MPCCD tasks differ from traditional by a 

big number of parameters considered at the “input” as well as an “output” of
concrete as 

complex heterogeneous system. All MPCCD 

tasks can be divided into two types: 

1) compositions problems, aimed at ob-

taining specific components consumptions, 

providing the given complex of concrete prop-

erties; 

2) compositions – technological problems, 

aimed at finding along with specific compo-

nents consumptions the values of some techno-

logical factors, characterizing the conditions of 

concrete producing and hardening. 

Algorithms of compositions problems 

(Fig.1) [1-4] suggest finding the basic parame-

ters of the mixture – cement-water ratio 

(C/W), water consumption (W), entrained air 

volume (Vair) and portion of sand in the aggre-

gates mix (r), providing the complex of given 

properties in the most effective manner. Algo-

rithms of compositions -technological prob-

lems (Fig.1) suggest finding basic parameters 

of the mixture as well as technological process 

parameters ( )å rT  (temperature, hardening 

duration, compaction mode, etc.). 

Using basic mixture parameters together 

with equations of absolute volumes allows 

obtaining consumptions of a 5-component 

concrete mixture (cement (C), water (W), vol-

ume of entrained air (Vair), fine (S) and coarse 

aggregates (Cr.S). 

For concrete with admixtures and light-

weight concrete it is expediently to use as the 

core composition parameter the "modified 

C/W" [5]. It essentially increases the applica-

bility range of design-experimental methods of 

concrete proportioning and dependencies for 

calculating concrete strength. 

Selecting quantitative dependencies should 

consider as the purpose of a specific problem, 

as available initial information. For example, 

in simple problems, including finding strength 

of regular concrete without mineral, air en-

training or other admixtures in normal harden-

ing conditions the most known formulas may 

be used [6]. If detailed information regarding 

initial materials features is available, coeffi-

cients in equations of concrete strength are 

specified according to appropriate recommen-

dations [7, 8]. 
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Various quantitative dependences can be 

used also for obtaining aggregates consump-

tion. At known aggregates specific surface and 

voidage values it is possible to use a formula, 

proposed in [9], to obtain the optimal portion 

of sand in aggregates mix (ropt). In cases, when 

along with cement consumption and W/C just 

water demand of sand is known, the crushed 

stone consumption can be obtained by calcu-

lating the moving apart coefficient of coarse aggregate’s grains by the cement
-sand mortar К

s according to recommendations [6, 7]. If 

voidage of sand and crushed stone are known 

(these parameters can be easy found if true and 

bulk densities of aggregates are known) calcu-

lation of 
К

s can be done using dependencies 

given in [8] with corresponding corrections. 

The bank of quantitative dependences 

available in concrete science rapidly increases 

during the last years especially due to polyno-

mial regression equations – adequate mathe-matical models in a defined “factorial space”.

The major part of these models is obtained by 

means of experiment planning methods [10-

12]. Solving concrete compositions design 

problems using mathematical experiment 

planning includes establishing relationships, 

between the basic concrete mix and hardened 

concrete properties, and factors that affect 

them. 

At a priori study of the relationships that 

define the concrete properties and their quali-

tative structure for further mathematical mod-

eling and optimization it is important to select 

the main controlled factors and to evaluate the 

possible curvature of the response surface in 

this variation region. Relatively high infor-

mation level regarding the influence of com-

position factors and hardening regime on the 

basic concrete properties allows in most cases 

performing qualitative analysis and modeling 

almost immediately in the stationary region, 

which greatly simplifies the optimum search 

[13-15]. 

Fig.1. A block scheme for multiparametric concrete proportioning (åP – a group of concrete 

properties, related to certain parameters of the mixture, åТr – a group of technological 

factors, affecting concrete properties). 1. Obtaining compressive strength Rcmp to achieve 

åP1 = f (C/W) and required cement-water ratio C/W. 2. Obtaining the water consumption 

W for achieving åP2 = f (W, C/W). Sl and Vb are Slump and Vebe time values, accord-

ingly. 3. Obtaining the entrained air volume Vair for achieving åP3 = f (Vair, W, C/W). 

4. Obtaining parameter r for achieving åP4 =f (r, Vair, W, C/W). Wsep is the water separation value. 
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Multi-factorial polynomial models enable 

finding the optimal values of such factor; as 

aggregates' ratio, additives content, etc., and 

thus optimizing the designed concrete compo-

sitions, taking into account a given set of fac-

tors and their variation range. There are two 

possible approaches: 

1) The optimized factors are determined 

from the equations, in which they are depend-

ent variables, for example, the portion of sand 

in the aggregates mixture, r, is found from the 

slump or the concrete mix workability equa-

tion. 

2) Equations for the optimized factors (ropt, 

superplasticizer additives, etc.) are obtained 

and used together with the equations of nor-

malized parameters for design of concrete 

mixtures composition. 

Along with differential analysis, using ca-

nonical and isoparametrical analysis as well as 

linear programming and alternative methods 

for getting optimal solutions is also possible 

[16 – 20]. 

 

PURPOSE AND METHODS 

 

The purpose of the performed work was to 

solve the problem of designing the composi-

tions of hydraulic concrete with normalized 

values of compressive strength, frost resistance 

and water impermeability. Concrete hardened 

under normal conditions and heat treatment by 

steaming. 

 

Portland Cement Cem IIA-S with an activi-

ty of 34.5 and 47.9 MPa, respectively was 

used. To regulate the normal consistency of 

cement, an additive of superplasticizer C-3 

was introduced into its composition. Quartz 

sand with a modulus of fineness Mf = 2.1, 

granite crushed stone of fractions 5…10, 

5…40 and 5…70 mm were used as concrete 

aggregates. Concrete mixtures were produced 

both without and with the introduction of an 

air entraining additive like Vinsol in the 

amount of 0.06 and 0.12% by weight of ce-

ment. 

When steaming samples, isothermal curing 

temperature was 80°. Within the overall heat
-

humidity treatment durations of 10…18 hours, 

the preliminary curing was 3 and 5 hours, re-

spectively. The temperature rising speed in the 

chamber was 15° per hour. 
The studies were performed using mathe-

matical planning of experiments. The factors 

taken into account in the experiments and the 

conditions for their planning are given in Ta-

ble 1. 

To carry out experiments in obtaining mod-

els of entrained air, the water requirement of 

concrete mixes and the optimal proportion of 

sand in a mixture of aggregates, ensuring min-

imal water content, a five-factor plan Ha5 was 

used [16]. The properties of concrete mixes 

and concrete were determined in accordance 

with the State Standards of Ukraine (DSTU): 

2.7-96: 2000, 2.7-214: 2009, 2.7-170: 2008, 

2.7-46-96. 

Table 1. Conditions of experiments planning 

 

Factors Variation levels Variation 

intervals 
Natural Coded -1 0 +1 

Initial water content, kg/m3 §1 150 180 210 30 

Cement-water ratio §2 1.3 2.1 2.9 0.8 

Maximum crushed stone coarseness, mm §3 10 40 70 30 

Consumption of air entraining additive, kg/m3 §4 0 0.06 0.12 0.06 

Normal cement consistency, % §5 24.6 27.2 29.8 2.6 Cement strength, МPа
 §6 34.5 41.2 47.9 6.7 

Heat-humidity treatment duration, h. §7 10 14 18 4 

Conditional workability §8 0 1 2 1 

Normal hardening duration, days* §9 lg 28 lg 71 lg 180 lg 2.54 

Cement consumption, kg/m3 §10 234 378 522 144 

 Note: * For simplification of the proper models, lg τ was used; τ is duration of hardening, days. 
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In the study of the influence of factors on 

the compressive strength, frost resistance and 

water impermeability used a six-factor plan B6 

[16]. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 

DISCUSSION 

 

As a result of statistical processing of ex-

perimental results, quadratic polynomial mod-

els of properties of a concrete mix and con-

crete were obtained (Tables 2 – 4). Statistical 

analysis showed that the models obtained in 

the coded variables can be considered ade-

quate with a 95% confidence level, and the 

coefficients of the models are significant at the 

5% significance level. 

In the water consumption model (Table 2), 

the conditional workability values (ê8) were 

planned is accordance to Table 3. 

In the model (1) of entrained air volume, 

instead of C/W (ê2) the cement consumption C 

(ê10) was varied (Table 1). 

 

Table 2. Mathematical models of concrete mixes’ properties 
 

Properties Equation type 

Entrained air 

volume, % 
5453

434104121
2
5

2
4

2
3

2
10

2
15431011

190130
460610710130090220170

240200180142470630720272

xx.xx.
xx.xx.xx.xx.x.x.x.

x.x.x.x.x.x.x..y

--
---+---+
++--+--+=

(1) 

Concrete mix 

water consump-

tion, kg/m3 54535242325838
2
5

2
4

2
3

2
2

2
8543282

1125213628382

8885253938204134262169

xxxx.xx.xx.xxxx.xxx.x.

x.x.x.x.x.xx.x..y

+-++-++++
+++-+--++=

(2) 

Optimal portion 

of sand in ag-gregates’ mix 43423121
2
4

2
3

2
2

2
143213

00400090010005000600080

01600070009002003900302840

xx.xx.xx.xx.x.x.

x.x.x.x.x.x..y

-++-++
++++--+=

     (3) 

 

Table 3. Planning of conditional workability values 

 

Variation levels -1 -0,4 0 +0,4 +1 

Workability score 

Vebe time, sec Slump, ÿm 

20 8 2 5 13 

 
Table 4. Mathematical models of normal hardened concrete properties 

 

Properties Equation type 

Compressive strength ,МPа 

9665

649262524268

5848
2
9

2
6

2
5

2
4

2
2

2
8965484

88040
990142122630970231

450610800503020851

05008697486073148819336

xx.xx.
xx.xx.xx.xx.xx.xx.

xx.xx.x.x.x.x.x.

x.x.x.x.x.x..y

+-
-+++-++

+---+---
--++-+-=

       (4) 

Frost resistance, 

cycles 

96

946492524298

5828
2
9

2
6

2
5

2
4

2
2

2
8

9654285

813
72317718815626616

7842922711897683879

263821427714731628679378

xx.
xx.xx.xx.xx.xx.xx.

xx.xx.x.x.x.x.x.x.

x.x.x.x.x.x..y

+
++++-+-

--+++-+-+
+++-++-=

  (5) 

Water impermeabil-ity ,МPа 

926258

4828
2
6

2
5

2
4

2
2

2
8

9654286

140040020
0100200300040010080050

250060010020560040920

xx.xx.xx.
xx.xx.x.x.x.x.x.

x.x.x.x.x.x..y

++-
-+-++-+-

-++++++=
     (6) 
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Using a complex of polynomial models al-

low a relatively easy solution of the concrete 

composition optimization problem in a wide 

range of given parameters of properties. The 

essence of the method is that models �4, �5, �6 

or �7, �8, �9, �10 are solved regarding C/W, 

whereas other factors are fixed at required 

levels and the values of necessary strength, 

frost resistances and water impermeability are 

given. C/W, providing all the required proper-

ties, is found. Then the water consumption and 

the optimal portion of sand in the mixture of 

aggregates are found using �2  and �3 models. 

After that, cement, sand and crushed stone 

contents per 1 m3 of concrete mixture are cal-

culated using the absolute volumes method. 

 

Example 1. Design the hydraulic concrete 

composition without air-entraining admixture 

used in structures at 28 days of normal hard-

ening. 

Nomograms shown in Figs.2, 3 and 4 were 

created to simplify calculations, performed 

using the mathematical models (Tables 2 – 4). 

These nomograms can be used to determine 

the water content, C/W and r for given condi-

tions. The established approximate relations of 

normal hardening concrete properties (Table 

6) are used. 

Additionally, a nomogram for determining the portion of sand in the aggregates’ mix

(Fig.3) is corrected, taking into account exper-

imental results, characterizing the influence of 

sand fineness modulus. 

For example, Portland cement with strength 

of 40 MPa (ρc = 3,1 kg/l, paste normal con-

sistency NC = 28 %), quartz sand (fineness 

modulus Mf = 2.2, 
ρ

s = 2,6 kg/l), crushed gran-

ite of fraction 5...20 mm (
ρ

cr.s = 2,65 kg/l) and 

admixture of technical lignosulphonates 0.25 

% (LST) by cement weight are used for pro-

duction of concrete with minimum 28-days 

compressive strength 25 MPa, frost resistance 

of 150 freezing and thawing cycles and water 

impermeability of 0.2 MPa in an age of 28 days, the concrete mixture’s slump should be 1…
2 cm. Water reducing effect of additive 

LST – 8 %. 

According to Table 6, the ultimate concrete 

strength, providing the required frost re-

sistances and water impermeability, is Rcmp = 

30 MPa). 

Following Fig.2, the required cement-water 

ratio: C/W = 1.96. 

Water content (Fig.3) is 190 kg/m3, and 

considering admixture of LST W = 
190 - 0.92

= 175 kg/m3. 

Content 
of cement: C=175-

1.96=343 kg/m3. 

The optimal portion of sand in the aggre-gates’ mix is obtained using Fig.4 : r = 0.345. 

Content of sand (S) and crushed stone 

(Cr.S) are: 

 

Table 5. Mathematical models of concrete properties after heat treatment 

 

Properties Equation type 

Compressive strength 

at four hours after heat treatment,МPа
 

767574

645472626858

4828
2
7

2
6

2
5

2
2

2
8

7654287

221181011
820910602682431361

880002960060090810490

6523226110315109309821

xx.xx.xx.
xx.xx.xx.xx.xx.xx.

xx.xx.x.x.x.x.x.

x.x.x.x.x.x..y

++-
---++--
----+---

-++--+-=

     (7) 

Compressive strength 

at 28 days after heat treatment,МPа
 

72625242

28
2
7

2
6

2
5

2
4

2
2

2
8

7654288

970712630181
291201035050751050

9419739908620313242630

xx.xx.xx.xx.
xx.x.x.x.x.x.x.

x.x.x.x.x.x..y

++-+
+--+----
-++--+-=

           (8) 

Frost resistance, cy-

cles 

7642

4828
2
7

2
6

2
5

2
4

2
2

2
8754289

22137
814313223925212715

387171628941453389281

xx.xx.
xx.xx.x.x.x.x.x.

x.x.xx.x.x..y

++
++--+---
-++-++-=

            (9) 

Water impermeability, МPа
 

766574

64625242

4828
2
7

2
4

2
2

2
8

7652810

020010020
020060030040

030070060020080020

050060030430070570

xx.xx.xx.
xx.xx.xx.xx.

xx.xx.x.x.x.x.

x.x.x.x.x..y

++-
---+-

-++-++-
-+++++=

                 (10) 
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Fig.2. Nomogram for determining the cement-water ratio for concrete at 28 days 

(without air-entraining admixture) 

Workability of 

concrete mix 

Cement-water ratio 
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en
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f 
co

n
cr
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e,

 M
P

a 

Cement paste consistency, % Cement strength, MPa 

Table 6. Relations between properties of normal hardened concrete without air entraining admixtures 

 Mix slump, km 

Concrete strength 

28 days 

Strength, MPa Frost resistance, cycles Water impermeability, MPa 

1...4 20 50...75 0.2 

5...9 20 50...75 0.2 

10...15 20 50 0.2 

1...4 30 100...150 0.2...0.4 

5...9 30 100 0.2...0.4 

10...15 30 75...100 0.2...0.4 

1...4 40 200...250 0.6...0.8 

5...9 40 200...250 0.6...0.8 

10...15 40 100...150 0.6...0.8 
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Fig.4. 
Nomogram for determining the portion of sand in aggregates’mix 

Fig.3. Nomogram for determining water consumption of concrete mixtures 
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Example 2. Design a composition of hy-

draulic concrete with different values of 

strength after heat treatment. 

A complex of mathematical models (Table 

5) enables finding solutions of such problems 

for any strength after heat treatment, changing 

the overall heat process duration, mixes work-

ability and cement paste normal consistency in 

a wide range. 

The algorithm for solving this problem dif-

fers from the previous just by the fact that ei-

ther the model for ultimate strength �8 at 28 

days after heat treatment for the strength at 

four hours after heat treatment �7 are solved 

for finding C/W. To determine the cement 

content, the higher over the two cement-water 

ratios are selected. 

Fig.5 represents a nomogram for finding the 

C/W ratio that providing the ultimate strength 

and the required concrete mix workability for 

a given strength after heat treatment. The ap-

proximate steamed concrete properties rela-

tions and are given in Tables 7. 

 

For example, for concrete with required 

compressive strength of 20 МPа, frost re�
sistance F150 and heat treatment duration of 

18 hours, the strength after steaming should be 

70 % of the 28-day one and the concrete mix slump is 1…4 �m.
Portland cement with 

strength of 40 MPa (paste normal consistency 

NC = 28 %, ρc = 3.1 kg/l), quartz sand with fineness modulus Мf = 2.2 (ρs = 2.6 kg/l), 

crushed granite stone fraction 5…40 mm (ρcr.s 

= 2.65 kg/l) are used. 

Following Table 7, for providing the re-

quired frost resistance of 150 freezing and 

thawing cycles, the 28 days concrete compres-sive strength should be 25 МPа.
 

According to Fig.5, the required C/W = 1.7. 

The water content (Fig. 2) is 190 kg/m3. The 

required cement content: 

 
332371190 m/kg.

С
=×= . 

 

The optimal sand portion in the aggregates’
mix is found using Fig.4: r = 0.38. 

 

 

Table 7. Relations between properties of concrete without air entraining admixtures, subjected 

to heat treatment (duration of 14…18 h
ours) 

 

Concrete compres-

sive strength at 28 days,МPа 

Strength after 

steaming, % of that 

at 28 days 

Frost resistance, cycles Water impermeability,МPа 

15 
70 

100 

Less than 50 50…100
 

0.2 

0.2 

20 

50 

70 

100 

Less than 50 50…100
 100…150
 

0.2 0.2…0.4
 0.4…0.6
 

25 

50 

70 

100 

50…100
 100…150
 200…250
 

0.2…0.4
 0.4…0.6
 

0.6 

30 

50 

70 

100 

75…100
 150…200
 200…250
 

0.2…0.4
 0.4…0.6
 0.6…0.8
 

35 

50 

70 

100 

100…200 150…250
 200…300

 

0.4…0.6
 0.6…0.8
 0.8…1.0
 

40 

50 

70 

100 

150…250
 200…300
 

300 

0.6…0.8
 0.8…1.0
 1.0…1.2
 

 
Note: Minimal frost resistance and water impermeability values are given for mixes with slump of 10…15Ím, andmaximal values – for mixes with slump 1…4 Ím 
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Consumptions of sand and crushed stone 

are: 
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Example 3. Design compositions of hydrau-

lic concrete with air entraining admixture for 

the conditions described in Example 1. 

Figs.6 and 7 are given nomograms that can 

be used for calculating C/W and the air-

entraining a
dmixture’s

content, required for providing the given properties’ complex. 
 

 

 

 

Tables 8 presents the optimal content of the 

entrained air for concrete with different prop-

erties. Water content, obtained using Fig.2, is 

corrected taking into account the entrained air 

volume. 

Following Table 8, the entrained air volume 

for the given concrete design requirements 

should be 2.5 %. The C/W ratio providing the 

compressive strength of 20 МP
а

according to 

Fig.1 is 1.5. Following Fig.6, the C/W value, 

corresponding to the optimal air content for 

the given design properties, is 1.65. For further 

calculations the C/W is assumed to be equal to 

1.65. 
 

 

Fig.5. Nomogram for determining the cement-water ratio for concrete after heat treatment 
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F
ro

st
 r

es
is

ta
n

ce
, 
cy

cl
es

 

C
em

en
t-

w
at

er
 r

at
io

 

Slump of concrete 

mix, cm 

Strength of cement, 

MPa 

Compressive strength of concrete, MPa 

Fig.6. A nomogram for determining the C/W ratio for concretes with optimal entrained air content 

 

Table 8. Entrained air volume for concrete with different design requirements 

 

Concrete properties 
Required volume of 

entrained air, % Strength at 28 days, МPа 

Frost resistance, 

cycles 

Water impermeability, МPа 

20 

100 

150 

200 

300 

0.4 0.4…0.6 0.4…0.6 0.4…0.6 

1.5…2.0 2.5…3.0 3.0…3.5
 3.5…4.0 

30 

200 

300 

400 

0.6 0.6…0.8 0.6…0.8 

1.5…2.0 2.5…3.0 3.5…4.0 

40 

300 

400 

500 

0.8…1.0 0.8…1.0 1.0…1.2 

3.0…3.5 3.5…4.0 4.5…5.0 

 
Note: Minimal and maximal values of entrained air volume are given for mixes with slump of 1…4 8m 

and 10…15 8m, respectively. 
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The optimal portion of sand in the aggre-gates’
mix is obtained using Fig.4: r =0.36. 

Sand and crushed stone content are ob-

tained taking into account the entrained air 

volume: 

 

365462

36025
1
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m/kg.
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The content of air entrained admixture 

equals 0.05 kg/m3 (Fig.7). 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

1. Considered methodological principles for 

solving problems of multiparameter design of 

concrete compositions (MPCCD). A general 

block schema is presented for solving compo-

site tasks of the MPCCD to determine the spe-

cific consumptions of components that provide 

a given set of proper ties of concrete and 

 

 

 

compositional-technological tasks with the 

goal of additional determining the value of 

technological factors that characterize the con-

ditions of production and hardening of con-

crete. 

2. With the use of mathematical methods of 

planning experiments, a set of experimental-

statistical models and nomograms on their 

basis were obtained with the help of which 

examples of determining the compositions of 

hydraulic concrete with given parameters of 

strength, frost resistance and water impermea-

bility of concrete hardening under normal 

hardening and heat-moisture treatment were 

solved both for concrete mix with and without 

air entraining additives. 
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 РаÉÊËÌ ÉÍÉÌаÎÍÎ ÏÐÑÒÍÌËÓÔÐÊËÉÕÍÏÍ
 ÖËÌÍÔа ÉÐÉ×ÍØÙÚÍÎаÔÐËÛ ÜÕÉ×ËÒÐÛËÔÌаØÙÔÍ

-ÉÌаÌÐÉÌÐÊËÉÕÐÓ ÛÍÑËØËÝ
 

 ЛßàáâãД åàæ çâá 

 АÔÔÍÌаèÐé. В ëìаìîï
 ðаëëñаìðòóаôìëõ öëö÷øïùùöëìò ò öøúòï ñïìöûöüöýòþïëÿòï �ðòù�ò��ðï�ïùòõ �аûаþ ñùöýö�аðаñïìðòþïëÿöýö �ðöïÿ÷ìòðöóаùòõ ëöëìаóöó øïìöùа ë �öñöúîô �ÿë�ï÷ðòñïùìаüîùö-ëìаìòëìòþïëÿò� ñöûïüï� , �öü�÷þïùù�� ë

 �ðòñïùïùòïñ ñаìïñаìòþïëÿöýö �üа÷ùòðöóаùòõ �ÿë�ïðòñïùìöó. Даù� �ðòñïð� ðï�ïùòõ �аûаþ ö�ìòñò�а�òòëöëìаóöó ýòûðöìï�ùòþïëÿöýö øïìöùа ë ùöðñòð�÷ïñ�ñò �аðаñïìðаñò �ðöþùöëìò, ñöðö�öëìö�ÿö÷ëìò ò óöûöùï�ðöùò�аïñöëìò. Пðòóöûõìëõ �öüò÷ùöñòаüîù�ï ñöûïüò �аûаùù�� ëóö�ëìó 
øïìöù÷ùö� ëñïëò ò øïìöùа ó �аóòëòñöëìò öì öëùöóù��ìï�ùöüöýòþïëÿò� �аÿìöðöó аûïÿóаìù�ï ó �ðò÷ùõìöñ �аÿìöðöñ �ðöëìðаùëìóï ë �þïìöñ öëöøïù÷ùöëìï� òë�öûù�� ñаìïðòаüöó. На öëùöóï �öü�÷þïùù�� ñöûïüï� �öëìðöïù� ùöñöýðаññ�, �ö�÷óöüõôúòï ó��öüùòìî þòëüïùù�� аùаüò� ñöûï÷üï� ò ùïöø�öûòñ�ï ìï�ùöüöýòþïëÿòï ðаëþïì� .С òë�öüî�öóаùòïñ �ðòóïûïùù�� ùöñöýðаññðаëëþòìаù� ëöëìаó� øïìöùöó, öøïë�ïþòóаôúòï�аûаùù�ï ëóö�ëìóа øïìöùа ó �ëüöóòõ� ùöðñаüî÷ùöýö ìóïðûïùòõ ò ìï�üöóö� öøðаøöìÿò. О�ðïûï÷üïùö ìаÿ�ï óüòõùòï ûüòìïüîùöëìò ìóïðûïùòõ òëöûïð�аùòõ óöóüïþïùùöýö óö�û��а ûüõ øïìöùöóðа�üòþù�� ëöëìаóöó. КØ�ÊËÎ�Ë ÉØÍÎа

: ýòûðöìï�ùòþïëÿò� øïìöù,�ðöþùöëìî, ñöðö�öëìö�ÿöëìî, óöûöùï�ðöùò�аï÷ñöëìî, ñаìïñаìòþïëÿòïñöûïüò. 
 


